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ABSTRACT
Nemrud is an archaeological site in Adiyaman, located in the eastern part of
Turkey, noted with the large-size monumental statues (8 to 10 m tall, having
approximately 3.5 m x 3.5 m base area) which are more than two thousand years
old. The site is located at 2150 meters altitude and composed of two main
terraces in the East and West of a central tumulus where the monuments lined up
one next to the other. The monuments, which are composed of big limestone
blocks, placed on the East and West terraces show considerable differences in
terms of physical integrity. In this paper, the authors tried to introduce the
structural studies carries out so far in the site as well as to summarize the future
studies.
1. INTRODUCTION
The host archaeological site to Nemrud monuments belongs to an ancient
kingdom called ‘Commagene’ and is located at the top of Mount Nemrud (2150
m). This sacred place, built by the King Antiochos I, is the accommodation of
many monumental sculptures and reliefs lined up on the east and west sides of a
central tumulus, thought to be the monumental grave of the king Antiochos. Each
statue, except that of Antiochos I himself, represents a god or goddess
corresponding to the same Greek and Persian sacred figures. Therefore, the site is
also important as being the meeting point of two mythologies belonging to two
different civilizations. In fact, the presence of a great altar underlines the
religious importance of the site. Due to the inscriptions located at the back side of
the statues, the site is also important for having written documents of ancient
times [1].
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The bodies of the statues are composed of about 7 layers of big stone blocks,
probably simply put on top of each other without any physical binder or
mechanical connection like mortar or metal clamps; the heads are made of a
single piece of stone. The statues are made of limestone, while reliefs are of
sandstone, which are readily available materials in the area. Moreover, the statues
on the east and west terraces are almost identical. In spite of these similarities,
those in the east terrace are in good structural condition, while those located on
the west terrace are not. The west terrace statues were tore down towards west
and now in the appearance of stone blocks rubble distributed over the ground,
while the statues on the east side have a better physical integrity and yet the
heads have all detached from their bodies and fallen down. The collapse of heads
and statues are thought to have happened during a previous earthquake since the
region is located at a highly seismic zone. The difference of structural condition
in west and east terrace monuments is being investigated and may also be
probably due to heavy snow accumulation difference between the east and west
terraces by high winds.
Different material deterioration and abrasion phenomena were observed,
which are due to biological factors, and physical – mechanical inducements of
environment such as wind, serious seasonal and daily temperature variations,
precipitations, freezing and thawing cycles, sun exposure etc.
2. MONITORING STUDIES
Environmental monitoring and assessment studies on the Nemrud monuments
have started to investigate the damage pattern, snow and wind loadings, and
structural condition of the monuments within the framework of Nemrud project
supported by the Turkish Ministry of Culture, World Monument Fund, and
TUBITAK. The studies on assessment, monitoring, and diagnosis of the
monuments are intended to follow an integrated approach from structural,
material, and environmental points of view. For this reason, an interdisciplinary
team was formed and various studies are currently being carried out in different
branches. In the 2006 campaign, the material investigations have begun through
visual inspection and some in-situ measurements, e.g. ultrasonic velocity. In
addition, an in-situ system to monitor changing temperature and humidity values
was placed on site which is connected to two temperature and humidity sensors.
A solar panel was utilized to charge the battery during day time which would
continuously provide electricity for the system. Remote communication with the
datalogger was established via a GSM modem which was also integrated to the
monitoring system. First readings were obtained indicating precipitation in the
form of rain and snow as a function of the environment temperature (Figure 1).
Using the limited amount of collected data, a general relationship between
environment temperature and humidity was observed (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Typical temperature-humidity data belonging to one and a half months
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Figure 2: Humidity – temperature relationship derived by humidity and temperature
data of approximately a month
Through temperature and humidity monitoring, it was understood that there
were a day and night temperature difference of 7-8 ºC, which decreases as
humidity gets higher, as a main trend for the period of the measurements. As seen
in Figure 1, snow precipitation started in the beginning of November. The
temperature and humidity data were collected continuously without any problem
for approximately 60 days until the wireless GSM connection was lost making it
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impossible to remotely download the data. The possible reasons for
communication failure could be (1) GSM antenna dismantled from its magnet
restrained position due to high winds and/or snow accumulation, (2) solar panel
and GSM antenna buried by snow, which might have accumulated more than 3
meters in height, (3) metallic pole, where the solar panel and the sensors were
connected, might have been struck by a lightening, (4) vandalism. The team waits
for the end of the winter to visit the site to examine the conditions of the sensors,
data acquisition system, and antenna.
3. ANALYTICAL STUDIES
The preliminary FEM of a typical Nemrud statue (according to the geometry
given at the Nemrud Dag 2002 pilot project and mobilization report) was
constructed using 9204 solid elements and with about 34 000 degrees of freedom.
A modal analysis was carried out to obtain the range of first natural frequencies
and pertinent mode shapes. The initial modal results (mode shapes and
frequencies) indicate that the dominant mode periods are close to the zero second
of the response spectrum. On the other hand, basic equilibrium analysis indicates
that the heads would be vulnerable to lateral earthquake loading especially since
tensile stresses cannot be tolerated at the neck level (Figure 3, 4). Frequencies
belonging to first 15 modes are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3: 3D model of a typical Nemrud monument with the internal cavity
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Figure 4: First four mode shapes
Table 1: Period and frequency values belonging to first fifteen modes
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

WITH HEAD
Period
Frequency
sec
cycle/sec
0.0299
33.42
0.0240
41.67
0.0139
71.89
0.0116
86.58
0.0092
108.58
0.0071
140.25
0.0071
141.24
0.0067
149.03
0.0054
184.84
0.0043
230.95
0.0042
238.66
0.0036
277.78
0.0034
290.70
0.0030
333.33
0.0030
334.45

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

WITHOUT HEAD
Period
Frequency
sec
cycle/sec
0.0223
44.84
0.0193
51.87
0.0090
110.62
0.0079
127.07
0.0072
139.08
0.0065
153.61
0.0047
212.77
0.0042
236.41
0.0035
285.71
0.0030
334.45
0.0028
359.71
0.0027
364.96
0.0027
367.65
0.0026
389.11
0.0025
396.83

Furthermore, a synthetic random burst lateral excitation data at 0.002 sec
interval with 1024 data points followed by 2048 data points with zero excitation
for free vibration was created along X and Y directions, as seen in Figure 5. The
last part of the excitation data was used to simulate the free vibration of the
monument to the random burst excitation, which equally excited all frequencies.
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the free vibration responses (Figure 6)
obtained from different nodes of the analytical model (Figure 7) revealed that
although different nodes were used in the zero to 250 Hz range, it is difficult to
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obtain the higher modes except for the first bending modes in x and y directions.
The analytical model simulations are very important to guide the testing in real
in-situ conditions since the expected range of frequencies dictate the
accelerometer and dynamic data acquisition system characteristics. The analytical
study indicates the difficulty of obtaining higher mode shapes and frequencies
although instruments are selected to measure at 500 Hz measurement speed.

Figure 5: The synthetic EQ data in the x and y directions, respectively.

Figure 6: The frequency response functions obtained for the random burst
excitation using 8 different nodal points (1% damping, x and y directions,
respectively).
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Figure 7: The possible accelerometer locations for capturing the dynamic
response of the monuments

4. CURRENT STUDIES
The exact geometry of each monument and the topographical features of the area
are currently being examined by using available drawings and photogrammetric
tools. The harsh winter conditions would not permit access to the site, which
necessitated site visit by March of 2007. During the site visit, additional studies
will be conducted to locate the positions of stone blocks on the west terrace in an
attempt to reverse engineer the causes of such collapse. Different earthquake
records will be used to conduct nonlinear time-history analyses to see if similar
collapse patterns may be obtained.
The integrity difference between east and west terraces is though to be
possibly caused by the accumulation of snow, by means of wind, to the west
terraces. For this reason, additional wind velocity and direction sensors, as well
as those to measure snow height will be located at each terrace. Moreover,
additional satellite and aerial photographs will be made use of to evaluate the
snow distribution and accumulation in the area.
Crack width changes are also planned to be monitored by means of manual
measurements. The vulnerability of the standing statues also depends on the
crack development of base stones, since a crack initiation at the base stone might
cause brittle collapse as the footing cavities exist at various locations.
Dynamic tests will be conducted to obtain the natural vibration frequencies of
the standing statues. The 3D-FE model will be updated using field measured
dynamic data to conduct structural identification (St-Id). The short term dynamic
measurements and long term monitoring results will be combined to understand
the behavior of the statues. The calibrated analytical model will be used to
simulate possible earthquake loading and pertinent damage scenarios.
Nemrud is a unique site with major monitoring difficulties. Extremely harsh
environmental conditions at high altitude would make the site access impossible
during winters. Finding suitable sensors to function at very low temperatures (in
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the range of -40 Co) is another difficulty. Recent experience with the remote
communication showed that GSM coverage, antenna properties, instrumentation
connection details should all be solved. In addition, the site is located at the top
of a mountain, far from urban areas, which brings additional difficulties such as
easy access to the area, accommodation, lack of electricity, and security
concerns.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the authors aimed to summarize the structural studies carried out so
far on the Nemrud monuments in Adıyaman, Turkey. The studies included solid
3D-FE modeling of a typical Nemrud statue and its random burst excitation and
free vibration analysis. The results invigorated the possibility that the heads have
fallen down during a major earthquake. The preliminary modeling and analysis
have shown that the first major modes of vibration are expected to be in the 30
Hz to 50 Hz range, while the higher modes would be difficult to capture due to
the bulky nature of the statues.
In the future, the structural investigation will be continued by using more
detailed calibrated linear and non-linear FE models, conducting recorded
earthquake simulations, and formation of retrospective damage scenarios. If the
original positions of the fallen heads can be found through archive document
studies, then the possible earthquake which might have caused such a motion
may be obtained after a series of simulations. The material studies conducted on
the samples by other team members will also be used to update the analytical
models’ material properties such as unit mass, elastic modulus, etc.
The results of the studies are expected to guide and help the decision makers
for planning the conservative and restorative interventions such as putting the
heads back to their original places on the statues or keeping them on ground.
Snow and wind loading studies might lead to placing temporary supports behind
the west terrace statues to relieve lateral forces. The multi/interdisciplinary
approach, taking into account the basic principles of minimum intervention,
compatibility, and reversibility would set a good example for studies on
preservation of cultural heritage.
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